
Jinhao Fountain Pen Review
The Jinhao X750 “Shimminering Sands” ($9.90) is a sturdy, solid pen. Looking at it, I never
would have guessed it's a budget fountain pen. The celestial sparkles. This was a long time in a-
coming but here it is: a review of the Jinhao 599 fountain pen I picked up on eBay almost a year
ago for $2.75, including shipping.

The Jinhao X750 fountain pen is made in China. It features
a matte black metal body, chrome hardware, and a medium
#6 steel nib. Comes with a converter.
I finally received the Elegant Fountain Pen Jinhao 301 Black with Diamond Fine Nib that I
ordered two months ago. It cost three dollars and thirty-two cents. A review of the Jinhao X750
Fountain Pen. A well balanced and is a decent size pen that surely you would love. I first saw
Brian Goulet talk about this pen in a recent video. I couldn't stop thinking about this pen and then
had to go to the site even before his video review was.
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Links to each of the detailed Jinhao fountain pen reviews with photos,
video and writing samples of this inexpensive fountain pen brand. This
page is a long list of all the video reviews I have posted on my YouTube
channel. To search for a specific pen, please just hit Ctrl + F or Cmd + F
and enter.

I hope you guys enjoyed my review of the Jinhao 250 Fountain Pen. Let
me know if you have. Disclaimer : I received this from Pens N' More
(Links to the same pen on their site) as a review sample at no cost to
myself and I get to keep the sample. There are other expensive Chinese
pen also there with the likes of duke, kaigeluRecently i got hold of lot of
Jinhao pens which I will be reviewing in future.
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Fountain Pen Jinhao 159 Black Bright with
Silver Broad Nib 0 of 2 people found the
following review helpful.
Side by side, it's clear that the Jinhao 599 isn't an exact copy of the
Lamy Safari. (True knockoffs can be found out there, though, Goldspot
Pens did a great video. Since I am new to the fountain pen game, I only
had two criteria for my of review, I chose the JinHao 250 Stainless Steel
Gold Trim Fountain Pen - Medium. Disclaimer: I received these from
Pens N More (Links to the 599A on their site) as a review sample at no
cost to myself. There are currently three different Jinhao. Jinhao X750
CT Fountain Pen, Silver. by Jinhao · 2 customer reviews 2 offers from
1,575.00. fountain pen, jinhao fountain pen, steel fountain pen, gift item.
Read Jinhao Fountain Pen Reviews and Customer Ratings on engraved
fountain pen,duke pen,elegant fountain pen,engraved fountain pens,
Reviews, Office. I knew JINHAO pens in general to therefore be cheap
and yet solidly built fountain (photo credit: penpaperinkletter.com, see
his very detailed review.

In an era where new technology has taken over and we write our
thoughts on blogs and social networks using touch screen devices with
big screens, the JinHao.

Before I go into the review of the Jinhao 3000 I would like to give my
thanks to Maybelline of On Fountain Pens for the loan of the pen for
review. Do check out.

JINHAO. I consider them to be some of the best pens coming out of
China, they amazing value. Incredible quality for the Articles and
Reviews · Contact Us.

Review time! On my most recent Goulet Pens order, I decided to throw



in the Jinhao x750. It's been on my wishlist forever (since the pen
debuted..

Great for testing new pens. IMG_4230.JPG. I'm impressed with how this
Jinhao writes. The nib is smooth with a little feedback. Flow from the
pen is consistent. Advanced Fountain Pen Jinhao 159 Black Bright with
Silver Broad Nib: Amazon.co.uk: 14 customer reviews 5 of 5 people
found the following review helpful. Jinhao 126 fountain pen, with a
black gloss finish. Available in a fine nib. Average Rating: 4 of 5, / Total
Reviews: 2 Write a review ». Jinhao X750 Fountain Pen Review- Ink
Nouveau. GouletPens.com InkNouveau.com Jinhao is a new-to-me
brand of fountain pen coming from China.

In my recent eBay bender, I managed to pick up eight Jinhao pens, but
this is the This is a pretty intricate pen, so this review contains a lot more
pictures than I. Jinhao 156 - Stainless Steel Finish - posted in Fountain
Pen Reviews: PEN REVIEW - JINHAO 156 This review is probably late
for a a pen which i procured 3. Related product reviews. +Quick View.
JinHao 888 Long Offspring Golden Dragon Fountain Pen Today: $15.99
$17.04 Save: 6% Add to Cart. +Quick View.
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by Gullor · 8 customer reviews Luxury Fountain Pen Jinhao 450 Black with Golden 18kgp
Broad Nib Medium CDN$ 4.63. ("currencyCode":"CAD".
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